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SUMMER TEMPLATES

A postcard template to send to a loved one this Summer

A 'Summer fun' template

Two 'Summer suitcase' templates. The second one is well

suited to young ones who will enjoy coloring it or drawing

in the suitcase.

Two 'Summer travels' templates. The second one is

intended for older children and is a good opportunity to

practice writing skills.

A 'Summer' dream template to stimulate the imagination.

In the templates below you will find:
 

 



 
 

The templates below are mere suggestions. 
Please feel free to adapt or be creative.

You can use one or several. The idea is to choose the one that speaks to you. 
YOU DO NOT NEED TO FILL THEM ALL OUT

 
 

Take your time and enjoy! Send them to your Pen Pal at your own pace.
 

1 - Download the PDF document

2 - Print the pages which you wish to fill in 

3 - Picture or scan the finished version

4 - For scans we recommend the free mobile app Evernote Scannable

5 - Send your presentation by email to your Pen Pal

GUIDELINES

https://apps.apple.com/app/evernote-scannable/id883338188




SUMMER FUN

My favorite Summer outdoor activity is:

My favorite indoor activity is:

My favorite way to cool down when it's warm is:

My favorite ice-cream flavor is:

My favorite meal in Summer is:

 
One of my best Summer memories is:



SUMMER SUITCASE

The 3 most important things
 I will pack in my suitcase: 

The 2 things I would love to
bring but would not fit:

If my suitcase had a name it would
be called (explain why):



SUMMER SUITCASE

Fill in your
suitcase with

everything you
will need for

Summer



This Summer I will travel to:
 

I will travel by:

Car

Plane

Train

Other

SUMMER TRAVELS

The beach

The countryside

A big city

Another country

I will travel with:

My Mom & Dad

My siblings

My cousins

My pets

What I look forward to the most is:



DESCRIBE YOUR SUMMER TRAVELS

Describe your Summer travels in detail, share about the activities
you have planned, the place(s) where you will be staying...



If I had a magic carpet I would travel to:

I would invite: 

SUMMER DREAMS

MY PERFECT SUMMER DAY: 

In the morning I would: 

At lunch I would:

In the afternoon I would:

In the evening I would: 


